The College Writing Center Proudly Announces the 2006 Undergraduate Writing Colloquium Winners

SOCIAL AND NATURAL SCIENCES
Colin Brown – "Ethnic Conflict in Democracies: Applying Theories of Protest and Violence to Ethnopolitics"

Honorable Mentions
Shannon Miller – "Betwixt and Between: On being African-American in Italy"

Meghan Neall – "An Assessment of Civil Society as an Indicator for Democratic Durability and its Application in the new Iraqi Democracy"

HUMANITIES
Rebecca Shore – "The Merryness-Effect in Robin Hood Stories"

Honorable Mention
Allison Goldstein – "Fitting Together"

CAS 105/105E
Joshua Reed – "Social Criticism and Music in Brave New World"

Honorable Mention
Liz Kaminsky – "How to Laugh While Being Impaled: Humanizing Donnie Darko and Jesus Christ as Heroes"